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We observe that any finite-dimensional indecomposable module for a restricted
Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field is a module for a finite-dimensional
quotient of the universal enveloping algebra. These algebras form a two-parameter
family which generalizes the notion of a reduced enveloping algebra. We identify
each such algebra as a reduced enveloping algebra for an associated Lie algebra
and use this to compute support varieties and obtain some representation-theoretic
consequences. Q 1999 Academic Press
Let g be a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra over an alge-
braically closed field k of characteristic p ) 0. For each element x g g ,
p w p x Ž . Ž . w p xthe element x y x g U g is central cf. Section 1 , where x denotes
w x Ž .the image of x under the p-mapping p : g “ g and U g denotes the
universal enveloping algebra of g. Let O denote the central subalgebra of
Ž . p w p xU g generated by the elements x y x for all x g g. In positive
Žcharacteristic, as every irreducible g-module is finite-dimensional cf.
w x.Cur , Schur's lemma implies that the subalgebra O acts by scalars on any
Žirreducible g-module M. That is, there exists a character i.e., k-algebra
.homomorphism x : O “ k so that, for all x g g and m g M, the action
Ž p w p x. Ž p w p x.of O on M is given by x y x ? m s x x y x m. Hence, M is a
Ž . Ž . Ž p w p xmodule for the finite-dimensional k-algebra u g , x ’ U g r x y x y
Ž p w p x. . Ž .x x y x : x g g a so-called reduced en¤eloping algebra . More gener-
Ž .ally, a finite-dimensional g-module M which is a u g , x -module is said to
have p-character x . The p-character x may be identified with a linear
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Ž .functional on g see Section 2.2 . While this is often done in the literature,
we will always consider x as an honest homomorphism on O.
Reduced enveloping algebras were introduced by V. Kac and B. Weis-
w x wfeiler in WK . In a series of papers, E. Friedlander and B. Parshall FP1,
xFP2, FP3 studied the representation theory of this family of algebras
 Ž .4 Ž .u g ,x denoted therein by A in an attempt to relate the restricted andx
nonrestricted representation theories of g. A. Premet later continued the
w xstudy of these algebras in P1, P2 and proved a conjecture of V. Kac and
w xB. Weisfeiler WK on the dimension of simple g-modules. For more
information on reduced enveloping algebras and recent results, we also
w xrefer the reader to SF, Hu, Jan3 .
Ž . ŽWhile every simple g-module is a module for an algebra u g , x for
.some unique character x , this is not the case for an arbitrary indecompos-
able g-module M. If M is simply assumed to be an indecomposable
Ž .g-module, then there exists a least positive integer r such that, for all
Ž p w p x. p ry 1 Ž p w p x. p ry 1x g g and all m g M, x y x ? m s x x y x m for some
Ž .character x on O cf. Section 2 . As such, we propose to study here a more
 Ž . 4general family of finite-dimensional algebras u g , x which generalizesr
Žthe notion of a reduced enveloping algebra and encompasses in the sense
.of Theorem 2.2.2 the representation theory of all indecomposable g-
modules.
We begin by reviewing some of the basic properties of restricted Lie
algebras. Then, in Section 2, we discuss more fully the representation
theory of restricted Lie algebras, which gives rise to the aforementioned
results on characters. After precisely defining the family of algebras
 Ž . 4u g , x , we note in Section 3 some basic properties of these algebrasr
and their representation theory. In particular, for each positive integer r,
Ž . Ž .the algebra u g ’ u g , 0 corresponding to the trivial character on Or r
Ž Ž ..inherits from U g the structure of a finite-dimensional cocommutative
Hopf algebra. In fact, we show in Theorem 4.3.3 that each of these
algebras may be identified as the restricted enveloping algebra of another
restricted Lie algebra. More generally, we show in Theorem 4.3.2 that each
Ž .algebra u g , x may be identified with a certain reduced envelopingr
algebra and hence the representation theory of this more general family of
algebras reduces in some sense to the representation theory of reduced
Ž .enveloping algebras. In Section 5, we define support varieties for u g , x -r
w xmodules via cohomology groups as done in FP1 for reduced enveloping
Ž .algebras. Using the identification of the algebra u g as a restrictedr
Ž .enveloping algebra, we compute its corresponding variety for r ) 1 in
Ž .Theorem 6.2.2. In particular, we find see Corollary 6.2.3 that for r ) 1
Žthese varieties all have precisely the same dimension: the dimension over
.k of the Lie algebra g. We further identify support varieties for more
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Ž .general u g , x -modules in Theorem 6.3.1 and conclude Section 6 with ar
few consequences of these identifications. For example, we determine the
 Ž . 4representation type of the algebras u g , x in Section 6.6. In the finalr
two sections, we illuminate these results with a few elementary examples.
Ž .In particular, we study the projective indecomposable u g , x -modules forr
Žthe Lie algebra g s sl , comparing the case r ) 1 to known results cf.2
w x.Po, FP1, NP for the case r s 1.
1. TERMINOLOGY AND CONVENTIONS
In this section, we review some terminology and set the notation which
will be used throughout the paper. For more information on the notions
w xdiscussed below, we refer the reader to Jac, SF .
1.1. Lie Algebras
Ž .Given a Lie algebra g over a field k, we denote as above the universal
Ž .enveloping algebra of g by U g . We remind the reader of the adjoint
operation on g: the bracket operation on g gives rise to the operation ad:
Ž . Ž .g “ End g which sends a g g to the endomorphism ad a : g “ g ,k
Ž .Ž . w xwhere ad a b s a, b for all b g g. The adjoint operation may be used
Ž .to describe how elements commute in U g .
1.1.1. LEMMA. For any a, b g g and positi¤e integer m, the following
Ž .relation holds in U g :
m
imm myia b s ad a b a ,Ž . Ž .Ý ž /i
is0
Ž .0Ž .where ad a b s b.
Ž .Proof. For any a, b g g , we have by definition of U g the relation
w xab s ba q a, b . Hence, the formula holds for m s 1. The general result
now follows by induction on m.
1.2. Restricted Lie Algebras
Over a field of positive characteristic, Lie algebras often admit the
Žadditional structure of a pth power map which is compatible with the
. Žbracket structure . For example, if g is a classical matrix Lie algebra e.g.,
.gl , sl , so , sp , then g is preserved under pth power of matrices.n n n n
1.2.1. DEFINITION. A Lie algebra g over a field k of characteristic
w x Žp ) 0 is said to be restricted if there is a mapping p : g “ g with image
w p x.of a g g denoted a such that the following three conditions hold:
Ž . Ž . pŽ . Ž w p x.Ž .1 for all a, b g g , ad a b s ad a b ;
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Ž . Ž .w p x p w p x2 for all a g g and a g k, a a s a a ;
Ž .3 for all a, b g g , we have the following relation in the enveloping
Ž .algebra U g :
p w xpp p w p x w p xa q b y a y b s a q b y a y b .Ž . Ž .
Further, a homomorphism of restricted Lie algebras f : g “ h over k is
Ž Ž w p x. Ž .w p xsaid to be restricted if f preserves the p-mapping i.e., f a s f a for
.all a g g .
1.2.2. Remark. The reader will note that the third condition is not the
Ž w x. Žusual one as found in say Jac , but it is readily seen to be equivalent cf.
w Ž .x.Jac, V 63 and is more convenient for our purposes. Indeed, on several
occasions we will make use of the following immediate generalization of
Ž .Condition 1.2.1 3 .
1.2.3. LEMMA. Let g be a restricted Lie algebra o¤er a field k with
characteristic p ) 0. Gi¤en x g g with x s Ýn a x for some a g k andis1 i i i
Ž . p w p x n pŽ p w p x.x g g , in U g we ha¤e the relation x y x s Ý a x y x .i is1 i i i
As mentioned above, the classical matrix Lie algebras are restricted.
ŽMore generally, the Lie algebra of any algebraic group over a field of
.positive characteristic is restricted by taking pth powers of derivations.
We also note the following elementary, but useful construction of a
restricted Lie algebra.
Ž .1.2.4. EXAMPLE. Let A be any associative k-algebra. Then A admits
the structure of a Lie algebra by defining the bracket operation as
w x Ž .a, b s ab y ba multiplication in A . Further, this becomes a restricted
w p x p ŽLie algebra with p-mapping given by a s a i.e., pth power in the
.algebra A .
For an arbitrary Lie algebra g , the existence of the p-mapping guaran-
Ž . Žtees a family of central elements in the enveloping algebra U g as
.claimed in the introduction .
1.2.5. LEMMA. Let g be a restricted Lie algebra o¤er a field k with
p w p x Ž .characteristic p ) 0. For any x g g , the element x y x g U g is central.
Ž p w p x. Ž p w p x.Proof. It suffices to show that x y x y s y x y x for all y g g.
p p Ž . pŽ .By Lemma 1.1.1, as we are in characteristic p, x y s yx q ad x y . On
Ž . w p x w p x Ž w p x.Ž .the other hand, by the bracket relation in U g , x y s yx q ad x y .
Ž . Ž . pŽ . Ž w p x.Ž .Finally, by Condition 1.2.1 1 , ad x y s ad x y and so the result
follows.
p Ž .Given x g g , while the element x is not necessarily central in U g , it
does commute with the element x w p x.
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1.2.6. LEMMA. Let g be a restricted Lie algebra o¤er a field k with
characteristic p ) 0. For any x g g , we ha¤e the relationship x p x w p x s x w p x x p
Ž .in U g .
p w p x w p x p Ž . pŽ w p x.Proof. From Lemma 1.1.1, we have x x s x x q ad x x . But,
p w p x w p x w p x w p x w p xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . w xby condition 1.2.1 1 , ad x x s ad x x s x , x s 0.
If g is a restricted Lie algebra, then the restricted en¤eloping algebra of g
Ž . Ž .is defined to be the quotient algebra u g ’ U g rI, where I is the ideal
Ž .  p w p x 4 Ž . Ž .in U g generated by the set x y x : x g g ; U g . The algebra u g
satisfies a universal mapping property analogous to that of the enveloping
Ž .algebra U g .
1.2.7. DEFINITION. A g-module M is said to be restricted if, for all
x g g and all m g M, we have x p ? m s x w p x ? m. In other words, if M is a
Ž .module for the restricted enveloping algebra u g .
1.3. Con¤entions
For the remainder of the paper, k will denote a fixed algebraically
closed field of characteristic p ) 0. Also, unless otherwise specified, g will
denote an arbitrary finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra over k with
 4 Ž .k-basis the set x , x , . . . , x , n s dim g . Then, by the PBW theorem,1 2 n k
the universal enveloping algebra has k-basis the set of monomials
 m1 m2 m n 4x x ??? x : m G 0 .1 2 n i
p w p x Ž . Ž .As the central elements x y x g U g for x g g will play a promi-
nent role in the sequel, with respect to the fixed basis of g above, set
p w p x Ž .z s x y x g U g for each 1 F i F n.i i i
For a k-vector space M, denote by M* the k-linear dual of M, i.e.,
Ž . Ž r .M* ’ Hom M, k . And for a positive integer r, M denotes M as a setk
with c g k acting by c pyr .
2. REPRESENTATION THEORY
Much of the study of the representation theory of restricted Lie algebras
has focused on restricted representations. An evident advantage of this
reduction is that one is reduced to studying the representation theory of a
Ž . Ž .finite-dimensional cocommutative Hopf algebra u g , the restricted en-
veloping algebra. In this section, we observe that every finite-dimensional
indecomposable module for a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra is a
module for a certain finite-dimensional k-algebra, indeed, a quotient of
the universal enveloping algebra.
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2.1. The Algebra O
w p w p x xLet O denote the central, polynomial subalgebra k x y x : x g g ;
Ž .U g of the enveloping algebra. Given an arbitrary element x g g , we may
n Ž .write x s Ý a x for some a g k. From Lemma 1.2.3, in U g we haveis1 i i i
p w p x n pŽ p w p x.the relation x y x s Ý a x y x and so O is finitely generated.is1 i i i
Indeed, O is the polynomial ring in n generators:
p w p x p w p x p w p x w xO s k x y x , x y x , . . . , x y x s k z , z , . . . , z ; U g .Ž .1 1 2 2 n n 1 2 n
Ž . n Ž w x.Moreover, U g is free over O of rank p cf. FP1 .
Ž .More generally, for each positive integer r, define O ; U g to be ther
Ž p w p x. p ry 1central, polynomial subalgebra generated by the elements x y x
for all x g g. Since the elements x p and x w p x commute by Lemma 1.2.6,
Ž p w p x. p ry 1and we are in characteristic p, we may also identify x y x with
p r Ž w p x. p ry 1x y x . As for O s O , the algebra O is clearly finitely generated1 r
for each r.
2.1.1. LEMMA. For each positi¤e integer r, the algebra O is the polyno-r
wŽ p w p x. p ry 1 Ž p w p x. p ry 1 Ž p w p x. p ry 1 xmial subalgebra k x y x , x y x , . . . , x y x s1 1 2 2 n n
w p ry 1 p ry 1 p ry 1 x Ž .k z , z , . . . , z ; U g .1 2 n
Proof. Given any x g g , we may write x s Ýn a x for some a g k.is1 i i i
Ž . p w p x n pŽ p w p x.As above, in U g we have the relation x y x s Ý a x y x .is1 i i i
p w p x Ž . Ž pSince the elements x y x are central in U g , we further have x yi i
ry 1 r ry1w p x p n p p w p x p. Ž .x s Ý a x y x , from which the claim follows.is1 i i i
As an easy exercise we leave to the reader the proofs of the following
facts about the algebras O which generalize those for the algebra Or
w xshown in FP1 .
Ž Ž r ..2.1.2. LEMMA. Let r be a positi¤e integer and let S* g denote the
symmetric algebra on the ¤ector space g Ž r . defined in Section 1.3. The natural
Ž Ž r .. Ž p w p x. p ry 1map S* g “ O defined on generators by x ‹ x y x for allr
x g g is an isomorphism of k-algebras. Moreo¤er, the uni¤ersal en¤eloping
Ž . r nalgebra U g is free o¤er O of rank p , where n s dim g. Indeed, the setr k
 m1 m2 m n r4 Ž .x x ??? x : 0 F m - p is a basis for U g o¤er O .1 2 n i r
2.2. Characters
It is well known that in positive characteristic a simple g-module is
Ž w x.necessarily finite-dimensional cf. Cur . Hence, Schur's lemma implies
Ž .that the center of U g acts by scalars on any simple g-module M. In
particular, the algebra O acts by scalars on M. Thus, M determines a
Ž . Ž .unique character x g Hom O, k , Hom g , k s g*. Specifically, fork -alg k
all x g g and all m g M, the action of x p y x w p x on m is given by
Ž p w p x. Ž p w p x.x y x ? m s x x y x m.
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More generally, let M be an arbitrary finite-dimensional g-module.
Further, let z be an arbitrary element in O and consider z as a k-endo-
morphism of M. Since k is algebraically closed, the characteristic polyno-
mial for z may be written in the form
t
siX y lŽ .Ł i
is1
for some positive integers t and s and elements l g k. Hence, M may bei i
written as a direct sum of generalized eigenspaces
t
M s M[ li
is1
where
siM s ker z y l : M “ MŽ . 4l ii
s is m g M : z y l ? m s 0 .Ž . 4i
A priori this is only a vector space decomposition. However, since the
Ž .element z is central in U g , each subspace M is in fact a g-submoduleli
of M and hence the above decomposition is a decomposition into g-
modules.
 4Consider the set of generators z , z , . . . , z for O. The module M can1 2 n
be decomposed as a direct sum of generalized eigenspaces for the element
z . Then each such eigenspace may be further decomposed into a direct1
sum of eigenspaces for the element z . Continuing in this manner, we see2
that M may be decomposed as a direct sum of g-modules
M s M[ x
x
Ž .over some collection of characters x g Hom O, k , wherek -alg
sxM s m g M : z y x z ? m s 0 for all 1 F i F nŽ .Ž . 4x i i
for some positive integer s .x
Since the z 's generate O as an algebra, we can further identifyi
sxM s m g M : z y x z ? m s 0 for all z g O .Ž .Ž . 4x
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Moreover, there exists a smallest positive integer r such thatx
p rxy1M s m g M : z y x z ? m s 0 for all z g OŽ .Ž .½ 5x
rxy1 p rxy1ps m g M : z ? m s x z m for all z g O .Ž . 4
This leads us to make the following definition of a generalized reduced
en¤eloping algebra.
2.2.1. DEFINITION. Let g be a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra
Ž .over an arbitrary field k of characteristic p ) 0, let x g Hom O, kk -alg
Ž .be a character, and let r be a positive integer. Define u g , x to be ther
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .quotient algebra u g , x ’ U g rI g , where I g is the ideal inr x , r x , r
Ž . Ž p w p x Ž p w p x.. p ry 1 4U g generated by the set x y x y x x y x : x g g .
Ž .Equivalently the algebra u g , x may be defined as the tensor productr
Ž . Ž . p ry 1algebra u g , x ’ U g m k via the homomorphism x : O “ k. Fromr O rr
either perspective, we see that the module M from above is a module forx
Ž . Ž .the algebra u g , x . Observing that each algebra u g , x is in factr rx
finite-dimensional, we have come to the following conclusion, which is
w xessentially the content of Theorem 5.2.6 of SF .
Ž w x.2.2.2. THEOREM cf. SF, 5.2.6 . Let g be a finite-dimensional restricted
Lie algebra o¤er an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p ) 0. Any
finite-dimensional g-module M decomposes as a direct sum of indecompos-
able modules M s [M , where each M is a module for the finite-dimen-i i
Ž .sional algebra u g , x for a uniquely determined character x gi r ii
Ž .Hom O, k and minimal positi¤e integer r .k -alg i
This says that the finite-dimensional representation theory of g is in
some sense encompassed by the representation theories of the family of
 Ž . 4algebras u g , x . As such, we proceed to study such algebras and theirr
representation theory.
Ž .3. THE ALGEBRAS u g , x r
3.1. The Algebras
Ž .For each character x g Hom O, k and positive integer r, thek -alg
Ž .algebra u g , x defined in Definition 2.2.1 generalizes the notion of ther
Ž . Ž .reduced enveloping algebra u g , x s u g , x . Just as in Lemma 2.1.1, it1
Ž .is evident that the ideal I g is in fact finitely generated by the setx , r
Ž p w p x Ž p w p x.. p ry 1 Ž Ž .. p ry 1 4x y x y x x y x s z y x z : 1 F i F n . Hence, wei i i i i i
conclude the following.
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Ž .3.1.1. LEMMA. For any character x g Hom O, k and positi¤e inte-k -alg
Ž . r nger r, the algebra u g , x is finite-dimensional o¤er k with dimension p .r
Ž .Specifically, letting x abusi¤ely denote the image of the element x in u g , x ,i i r
Ž .  m1 m2 m na k-basis for u g , x is the set of monomials x x ??? x : 0 F m Fr 1 2 n i
r 4p y 1 .
 43.1.2. Remark. Given a set of basis elements x , x , . . . , x for g ¤1 2 n
Ž .U g , in the rest of the paper, we will continue to abuse notation by
Ž .denoting the coset representative in u g , x of the element x g g ¤r i
Ž .U g simply by x ; the precise meaning being evident from context.i
Similarly we will do the same for the elements z s x p y x w p x.i i i
Ž .For an arbitrary positive integer r, the algebra u g , 0 corresponding tor
the trivial character might be called a generalized restricted en¤eloping
algebra as it generalizes the notion of the restricted enveloping algebra
Ž . Ž .u g s u g , 0 . As these algebras will play an important role in the1
Ž .remainder of the paper, for convenience we denote the algebra u g , 0 r
Ž .by u g .r
3.2. Properties of the Algebras
We now make a few observations about the structure of an arbitrary
Ž .algebra u g , x . We first recall that the universal enveloping algebra,r
Ž . Ž .U g , admits the structure of a cocommutative Hopf algebra. Specifically,
on elements x g g , the comultiplication D, the antipode s , and the counit
e are defined by
D x s 1 m x q x m 1, s x s yx , e x s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .and then extended multiplicatively to all of U g .
Ž . Ž .It is easy to see that the ideal I s I g ; U g defining the restricted0, 1
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .enveloping algebra is a Hopf ideal. That is D I ; I m U g q U g m I,
Ž . Ž . . Ž .s I ; I, and e I s 0. Hence, the restricted enveloping algebra, u g s
Ž .U g rI, becomes a Hopf algebra upon restriction of the maps D, s , and e
to the quotient. The interested reader can readily check that, more
Ž . Ž .generally, the ideal I g is a Hopf ideal, but if x / 0, the ideal I g0, r x , r
Ž Ž .will not be. Although, an arbitrary u g , x may still admit a differentr
.Hopf algebra structure.
Ž . Ž .3.2.1. LEMMA. For each positi¤e integer r, the ideal I g ; U g is a0, r
Ž . Ž .Hopf ideal and so the generalized restricted en¤eloping algebra u g is ar
finite-dimensional cocommutati¤e Hopf algebra o¤er k upon restriction of the
Ž .usual Hopf structure on U g .
Ž .For an arbitrary character x , although the algebra u g , x need not ber
Ž .a Hopf algebra, it is a Frobenius and often symmetric algebra. We
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Ž w x. Ž .remind the reader cf. Ben, CR that a finite-dimensional associative
k-algebra A is said to be a Frobenius algebra if there exists a k-linear map
f : A “ k such that the kernel of f contains no nonzero left or right
ideals or equivalently if the algebra admits a nondegenerate associative
bilinear form. And the algebra is further called symmetric if the map f is
symmetric or equivalently if the bilinear form is symmetric.
Ž w x.3.2.2. PROPOSITION cf. FP1, Proposition 1.2 . Let r be a positi¤e
integer, let g be a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra o¤er k, and let
Ž . Ž .x g Hom O, k be an arbitrary character. Then the algebra u g , x is ak -alg r
Ž . Ž .Frobenius algebra. Moreo¤er, if trace ad x s 0 for all x g g , then u g , x r
is a symmetric algebra. For example, the trace condition holds if g is the Lie
Žalgebra of a reducti¤e algebraic group or g is p-nilpotent i.e., some iterate of
.the p-mapping on g is zero .
Ž .Proof. Consider the O -linear map F : U g “ O defined as follows.r r r
 m1 m2 m n r4On the set of monomials x x ??? x : 0 F m - p , define F to be1 2 n i r
r Ž p ry1 p ry1zero unless each m s p y 1, in which case define F x x ???i r 1 2
p ry1 . Ž .x s 1. Then extend this O -linearly to a map on all of U g . Then r
w x Ž . Ž .arguments in FP1 then show that the k-linear map F : U g rI g sr x , r
Ž . Ž .u g , x “ O rI g s k satisfies the desired properties.r r x , r
3.3. Elementary Representation Theory
Ž .From the perspective of the Lie algebra g , a u g , x -module M isr
Ž p w p x. p ry 1 Ž p w p x. p ry 1simply a g-module for which x y x ? m s x x y x m for
all x g g and all m g M. From this perspective, it is easy to see that if M
Ž . Ž .is a u g , x -module and M9 is a u g , x 9 -module, then M m M9 is ar r
Ž . Ž .u g ,x q x 9 -module. Further, M* is a u g , yx -module. Observe alsor r
Ž .that, for positive integers s - r, a u g , x -module is necessarily as
Ž .u g , x -module, but the converse need not be true.r
A fundamental question of any representation theory is the identifica-
Ž .tion of the simple modules. Any simple u g , x -module obviously remains1
Ž . Ž .simple when considered as a u g , x -module for any r ) 1 , indeed ifr
simply considered as a g-module. In fact, these are precisely all the simple
Ž .u g , x -modules.r
3.3.1. PROPOSITION. Let r be a positi¤e integer, let g be a finite-dimen-
Ž .sional restricted Lie algebra o¤er k, and let x g Hom O, k be ank -alg
Ž .arbitrary character. Then the collection of simple u g , x -modules is preciselyr
Ž . Ž .the set of simple u g , x -modules, considered as u g , x -modules.1 r
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let S be a simple u g , x -module. If S is in fact a u g , x -r 1
Ž . Ž .module, then it is simple as a u g , x -module since any u g , x -submod-1 1
Ž .ule would be a u g , x -submodule. So it suffices to show that S is in factr
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Ž .a u g , x -module. If S is considered as a g-module, it remains simple and1
Ž . Ž .hence must be a module for some u g , x 9 as noted in Section 2 . That is1
Ž p w p x. Ž pto say, there exists some character x 9 for which x y x ? m s x 9 x y
w p x. Ž p w p x. p ry 1x m for all x g g and all m g S. Hence we have x y x ? m s
Ž p w p x. p ry 1x 9 x y x m for all x g g and all m g S. On the other hand, S is
Ž . Ž p w p x. p ry 1 Ž pby assumption a u g , x -module and so x y x ? m s x x yr
w p x. p ry 1 Ž p w p x. p ry 1x m for all x g g and all m g S. Thus we have x x y x s
Ž p w p x. p ry 1x 9 x y x for all x g g. Since pth roots are unique in a field of
positive characteristic, this implies x s x 9 as needed.
Ž . Ž .Since the simple u g , x -modules for any r ) 1 are precisely ther
Ž .simple u g , x -modules, one can ask whether the block structure changes1
when r increases. We remind the reader that a finite-dimensional algebra
A decomposes uniquely as a direct sum A s A [ A [ ??? [ A of inde-1 2 t
composable subalgebras. Each A is called a block and an A-module isi
said to be in the block of A if A M s M and A M s 0 for all j / i.i i j
Further, each indecomposable A-module lies in some block.
3.3.2. PROPOSITION. Let r be a positi¤e integer, let g be a finite-dimen-
Ž .sional restricted Lie algebra o¤er k, and let x g Hom O, k be ank -alg
Ž .arbitrary character. Any pair of simple u g , x -modules S and T lie in ther
Ž .same block o¤er u g , x if and only if they lie in the same block o¤err
Ž .u g , x .1
Ž .Proof. If S and T lie in the same block over u g , x , then there exists1
Ž .a chain of simple u g , x -modules S s S , S , . . . , S s T such that, for1 1 2 n
all 1 F i F n y 1, either S s S or there is a nontrivial extension of onei iq1
 4 Ž .of S , S by the other. But any nontrivial extension of u g , x -modulesi iq1 1
Ž . Žis evidently a nontrivial extension of u g , x -modules for all r G 1 in-r
.deed of g-modules . And so S and T must lie in the same block over
Ž .u g , x for all r G 1.r
Ž .Conversely, suppose S and T lie in different blocks over u g , x but lie1
Ž . Ž .in the same block over u g , x some r ) 1 . Then there exists a chainr
Ž .S s S , S , . . . , S s T of simple u g , x -modules satisfying the extension1 2 m r
Ž .condition as above. Since S and T lie in different blocks over u g , x 1
Ž .there is some i with 1 F i F m y 1 so that S and S lie in differenti iq1
Ž .blocks over u g , x . But for modules in different blocks we have1
v Ž . v Ž . Ž . w xExt S , S s 0 s Ext S , S . By Proposition 5.4 a of FP1 ,uŽg , x . i iq1 uŽg , x . iq1 i1 1
v Ž . v Ž .we then have Ext S , S s 0 s Ext S , S . In particular, weUŽg . i iq1 UŽg . iq1 i
1 Ž . 1 Ž .have Ext S , S s 0 s Ext S , S ; that is, there are no nontriv-UŽg . i iq1 UŽg . iq1 i
Ž .ial extensions of S by S or vice versa over g. Again, since anyi iq1
Ž .nontrivial u g , x -extension is necessarily a nontrivial extension over gr
Ž Ž .. Ž .or U g , there can be no nontrivial extensions over u g , x , contradict-r
ing the assumption.
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Another fundamental question in the representation theory of any
algebra is that of its representation type: Does the algebra admit a finite
number of indecomposables? If so, the algebra is said to have finite
representation type; otherwise it is said to have infinite representation type.
 Ž . 4 wIndeed, for the algebras u g , x , this question has been studied in Fa,1
xP3, NP . We make the following elementary observation. A more precise
determination of representation type will be made in Theorem 6.6.1.
3.3.3. PROPOSITION. Let r be a positi¤e integer, let g be a finite-dimen-
Ž .sional restricted Lie algebra o¤er k, and let x g Hom O, k be ank -alg
Ž .arbitrary character. If a block of u g , x has infinite representation type, then1
Ž . Ž .the corresponding block of u g , x in the sense of Proposition 3.3.2 alsor
Ž .has infinite representation type. In particular, if u g , x has infinite represen-1
Ž .tation type, then so does u g , x for all r G 1.r
Proof. This is immediate from the fact that an indecomposable
Ž . Ž .u g , x -module is necessarily an indecomposable u g , x -module for all1 r
r G 1.
Finally, we note two representation-theoretic consequences of the alge-
bra properties shown in the preceding section. First, since each algebra
Ž . Ž .u g , x is a Frobenius algebra, a u g , x -module is in fact projective ifr r
Ž w x. Ž .and only if it is injective cf. FW . Second, if u g , x is a symmetricr
Ž w x .algebra, then its Cartan matrix is symmetric cf. CR and Section 8.3 .
Ž .4. IDENTIFYING u g , x r
Ž .For a positive integer r and character x g Hom O, k , it was ob-k -alg
Ž .served in Section 3.2 that the algebra u g , x satisfies some of the samer
Ž . Ž .properties that the reduced enveloping algebra u g , x s u g , x does.1
In retrospect, these similarities may be viewed as consequences of a
deeper result. In this section, we construct an associated restricted Lie
algebra g and associated character x along with an isomorphism ofr r
Ž . Ž . Ž .algebras u g , x , u g , x . That is, each algebra u g , x may in factr r r r
be identified as a reduced enveloping algebra. In particular, the algebra
Ž . Ž .u g is identified with the restricted enveloping algebra, u g , of g .r r r
4.1. The Lie Algebra g r
Ž .Consider the algebra u g as a restricted Lie algebra with the naturalr
bracket and p-mapping as in Example 1.2.4. The Lie algebra g will ber
Ž .defined as a restricted Lie subalgebra of u g .r
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4.1.1. DEFINITION. Let r be a positive integer and let g be a finite-di-
 4mensional restricted Lie algebra over k with k-basis the set x , x , . . . , x1 2 n
 m1 m2 m n r4so that the set x x ??? x : 0 F m - p is a basis for the algebra1 2 n i
Ž . Ž . Ž .u g over k see Lemma 3.1.1 . Define g to be the k-subspace of u gr r r
 p p2 p ry 1 4having basis the set x , x , x , . . . , x : 1 F i F n .i i i i
To show that the vector space g is a restricted Lie algebra, we need tor
Ž .show it is preserved under the bracket operation and p-mapping on u g .r
Ž .To this end as well as for later computations , it is convenient to express
the subspace g in terms of a slightly different basis.r
4.1.2. LEMMA. For any x g g and integer l with 0 F l F r y 1, the
p l Ž . Ž .element x considered as an element of U g or u g may be written as ar
linear combination
n n , ly1
jl pp p w p xx s c x q b x y xŽ .Ý Ýi i i , j i i
is1 is1, js0
for some c , b g k, the latter sum being empty when l s 0.i i, j
Proof. We proceed inductively on l. For l s 0, this is simply the fact
that by definition any x g g may be written as a linear combination of the
x . Suppose now that l ) 0. Writing x as a linear combination x s Ýn a xi is1 i i
for some a g k, we havei
l p ly 1p px s xŽ .
p ly 1n
p p w p x w p xs a x y x y x Lemma 1.2.3Ž .Ž .Ý i i iž /
is1
n
ly 1 ly1l p pp p w p x w p x p w p xs a x y x y x since x y x is central .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý i i i i i
is1
ly 1w p x pŽ .Applying induction to the element x , the result follows.
 p p ry 2 4 Ž .4.1.3. LEMMA. The subset x , z , z , . . . , z : 1 F i F n of u g isi i i i r
Ž .also a k-basis for the ¤ector subspace g ; u g .r r
Ž .Proof. Let V be the vector subspace of u g spanned by the setr
 p p ry 2 4x , z , z , . . . , z : 1 F i F n . The preceding lemma shows that, for eachi i i i
1 F i F n and 0 F l F r y 1, the element x p l lies in V and hence g ; V.i r
Conversely, to see that V ; g , we need to show that for each 1 F i F nr
and 0 F l F r y 2 the element z p l lies in g . We proceed by induction oni r
l. For l s 0, each z s x p y x w p x clearly lies in g . Suppose now that l ) 0i i i r
and z p
j
lies in g for each 1 F i F n and 0 F j - l. Since the elements x pi r i
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w p x Ž . Ž . Ž .and x commute in U g Lemma 1.2.6 and hence also in u g , fori r
each 1 F i F n, we may write
l p l lq1 p lp p w p x p w p xz s x y x s x y x .Ž . Ž .i i i i i
Now x p
lq 1
lies in g by definition. On the other hand, by Lemma 4.1.2i r
Ž w p x.applied to x we may writei
n n , ly1
l jp pw p x p w p xx s c x q b x y xŽ . Ž .Ý Ýi t t t , j t t
ts1 ts1, js0
n n , ly1
jps c x q b zÝ Ýt t t , j t
ts1 ts1, js0
for some c , b g k. But each x lies in g and by induction each z p jt t, j t r t
l lw p x p pŽ .appearing in the sum lies in g . Hence x and also z lie in g .r i i r
4.1.4. PROPOSITION. Let r be a positi¤e integer and let g be a finite-di-
Ž . Žmensional restricted Lie algebra o¤er k. The k-subspace g of u g definedr r
.in Definition 4.1.1; see also Lemma 4.1.3 is preser¤ed by the natural bracket
Ž .operation and p-mapping on u g and hence inherits the structure of ar
restricted Lie algebra. Further the Lie algebra g embeds as a Lie subalgebra
Ž .with its original structure in g , but not as a restricted Lie subalgebra.r
Proof. The Lie algebra g embeds in g as a vector space via ther
Ž . Ž .natural composite g ¤ U g ‚ u g . Let y and w be arbitrary elementsr
of g . Using the basis of Lemma 4.1.3, we may write y s y q y , wherer 1 2
y s Ýn a x and y s Ýn, ry2 b z p j for some elements a , b g k.1 is1 i i 2 is1, js0 i, j i i i, j
That is, y is the unique part of y which lies in g. Similarly, we may write1
w s w q w .1 2
For the bracket operation, we need to show that the element yw y wy
Ž . p jg u g lies in the subspace g . Since the elements z are central inr r i
Ž . Ž .u g for all j, the elements y and w are central in u g . Hence wer 2 2 r
Ž .have yw y wy s y w y w y . However, by definition of U g , we have the1 1 1 1
w x Ž .relation y w y w y s y , w bracket structure on g and so yw y wy1 1 1 1 1 1
w x w xs y , w . But y , w being an element of g lies in g and hence the1 1 1 1 r
subspace g is closed under the bracket operation.r
p Ž . ŽFor the p-mapping, we need to show that y g u g where y is anr
.arbitrary element of g as above lies in g . Again, since y is central, wer r 2
p p p Ž .have y s y q y in u g . By Lemma 1.2.3 applied to g , we have1 2 r
pn n n
p p p w p x w p x p w p xy s a x s a x y x q y s a z q y .Ž .Ý Ý Ý1 i i i i i 1 i i 1ž /
is1 is1 is1
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And so y p lives in g . Also by centrality1 r
n , ry2 n , ry3
jq 1 jq1p p p p py s b z s b zÝ Ý2 i , j i i , j i
is1, js0 is1, js0
p ry 1 Ž . p p p psince z s 0 in u g . Hence y and also y s y q y lie in g . Thusi r 2 1 2 r
Ž .the subspace g is closed under the natural p-mapping on u g . Finally, itr r
is immediate from the preceding arguments that the embedding of g into
g as a k-subspace preserves the bracket structure, but not the p-mapping.r
4.1.5. Remark. In the case that r s 1, the Lie algebra g is clearly the1
original restricted Lie algebra g.
4.1.6. Remark. Observe that as a Lie algebra g may be written as ar
Lie algebra direct sum
g s g [ g[Ž ry1.n ,r a
where n s dim g and g denotes the trivial one-dimensional Lie algebra.k a
That is, g is the direct sum of the original Lie algebra g with an abelianr
Lie algebra. However, this decomposition does not hold as restricted Lie
algebras.
4.2. The Character xr
Ž . Ž .We now define an appropriate character on O g ; U g . For com-r r
pleteness, we define x ’ x and assume for the rest of this subsection that1
Ž .r ) 1. As we now need to deal with powers of elements in U g , in orderr
Ž . Ž Ž . .to avoid confusion with powers in U g and u g , we temporarily relabelr
the basis elements of this new Lie algebra g .r
4.2.1. DEFINITION. Let r ) 1 be an integer and consider g with basisr
 p p ry 2 4the set x , z , z , . . . , z : 1 F i F n from Lemma 4.1.3. For each 1 F ii i i i
F n, set z s x and z s z p jy 1 for each 1 F j F r y 1. Then the set ofi, 0 i i, j i
 4formal symbols z : 1 F i F n, 0 F j F r y 1 is a basis for g and withi, j r
Žrespect to these symbols the bracket operation and p-mapping denoted
ww xx.p are given by the following rules:
Ž . w x n1 For all pairs 1 F s, t F n, z , z s Ý a z where in g wes, 0 t, 0 is1 i i, 0
w x nhave x , x s Ý a x for some a g k.s t is1 i i i
Ž .2 For each 1 F i F n and 1 F j F r y 1, the element z is centrali, j
in g .r
Ž . w p x n3 For each 1 F i F n, we denote by z the element Ý a z gi, 0 ls1 l l, 0
g , where in g we have x w p x s Ýn a x for some a g k.r i ls1 l l l
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Ž . ww p xx w p x4 For each 1 F i F n, z s z q z .i, 0 i, 0 i, 1
Ž . ww p xx5 For each 1 F i F n and 1 F j F r y 2, z s z .i, j i, jq1
Ž . ww p xx6 For each 1 F i F n, z s 0.i, ry1
Ž .To define the character x on O g , we only need to define it on ther r
 p ww p xx 4set of generators z y z : 1 F i F n, 0 F j F r y 1 .i, j i, j
Ž .4.2.2. DEFINITION. Let r ) 1 be an integer and let x g Hom O, kk -alg
Ž . Ž .be a character on O s O g . We define the character x : O g “ k onr r
generators as follows:
Ž . Ž p ww p xx.1 For each 1 F i F n and 0 F j F r y 2, set x z y z s 0.r i, j i, j
Ž . Ž p ww p xx . Ž . p ry 12 For each 1 F i F n, set x z y z s x z or simplyr i, ry1 i, ry1 i
Ž p . Ž . p ry 1 ww p xx Ž Ž ..x z s x z since z s 0 Definition 4.2.1 6 . Here z isr i, ry1 i i, ry1 i
Ž .being considered as an element of O ; U g .
4.3. The Identification
Ž .Given a positive integer r and character x g Hom O, k , we nowk -alg
Ž .proceed to show that the algebra u g , x is isomorphic to the reducedr
Ž .enveloping algebra u g , x for the restricted Lie algebra g and charac-r r r
Ž . Žter x on O g constructed above. In the case that r s 1, there isr r
.nothing to prove. For g we continue to use the formal basis of Defini-r
tion 4.2.1.
Ž .The natural embedding of Lie algebras g ¤ g by x ‹ z induces ar i i, 0
Ž . Ž .homomorphism of algebras f : U g “ U g . Let c denote the compos-r r r
Ž . Ž . Ž .ite homomorphism c : U g “ U g ‚ u g , x .r r r r
4.3.1. LEMMA. Assume that r ) 1. For each 1 F i F n and 0 F j F
Ž p j.r y 2, we ha¤e c z s z , where z abusi¤ely denotes the image ofr i i, jq1 i, jq1
Ž . Ž .the element z g g under the composite g ¤ U g ‚ u g , x .i, jq1 r r r r r
Ž .Proof. We first show that c z s z for each 1 F i F n. Under ther i i, 1
Ž . Ž .map f : U g “ U g , which is an algebra homomorphism, we haver r
f z s f x p y x w p x by definition of zŽ . Ž .Ž .r i r i i i
p w p xs f x y f x since f is an algebra homomorphismŽ . Ž .Ž .r i r i r
s z p y z w p x by definition of f .Ž .i , 0 i , 0 r
Ž w p x Ž . .We remind the reader of the notation z in Definition 4.2.1 3 . Now, byi, 0
Ž .the definition of the character x , in the quotient u g , x , we have ther r r
p ww p xx ww p xx w p x Žrelation z y z s 0. But in g we have z s z q z Definitioni, 0 i, 0 r i, 0 i, 0 i, 1
Ž .. p w p x4.2.1 4 . Hence, the relation from x becomes z y z y z s 0 orr i, 0 i, 0 i, 1
p w p x Ž . Ž .equivalently that z y z s z . Hence, c z s z in u g , x .i, 0 i, 0 i, 1 r i i, 1 r r
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For each 1 F j F r y 2, since c is an algebra homomorphism, we haver
Ž p j. Ž . p j p jc z s c z s z . For each 1 F i F n and 1 F l F r y 2, the defini-r i r i i, 1
p ww p xx Ž .tion of x again gives the relation z y z s 0 in u g , x . Sincer i, l i, l r r
ww p xx Ž Ž .. pz s z in g Definition 4.2.1 5 , this relation becomes z s z .i, l i, lq1 r i, l i, lq1
p j Ž . Ž p j.From this it follows that z s z in u g , x and so c z s z .i, 1 i, jq1 r r r i i, jq1
4.3.2. THEOREM. Let r be a positi¤e integer, let g be a finite-dimensional
Ž .restricted Lie algebra o¤er k, and let x g Hom O, k be an arbitraryk -alg
Ž .character on O s O g . Further, let g be the associated restricted Lier
Ž .algebra defined in Section 4.1 and let x be the associated character onr
Ž . Ž .O g defined in Section 4.2 . Then there is an isomorphism of k-algebras c :r r
;Ž . Ž .u g , x “ u g , x .r r r
Proof. If r s 1, then the statement is a tautology. Assume now that
Ž . Ž .r ) 1. Consider the homomorphism c : U g “ u g , x defined above.r r r
Ž .We show that this restricts to a homomorphism c : u g , x ’r r
Ž . Ž . Ž .U g rI g “ u g , x and then further that this is an isomorphism.x , r r r
For the homomorphism c to restrict to the quotient, we need to showr
Ž Ž ..that c I g s 0. Since c is an algebra homomorphism, it suffices tor x , r r
Ž Ž .. p ry 1 4show that c is zero on the set of generators z y x z : 1 F i F nr i i
Ž . Ž .; U g for the ideal I g . Indeed, for each 1 F i F n, we havex , r
p ry 1 ry1 ry1ppc z y x z s c z y x zŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /r i i r i i
p ry 1ry2 pps c z y x zŽ .Ž .r i i
p ry 1ps z y x z by Lemma 4.3.1Ž . Ž .i , ry1 i
s 0 by definition of x in Definition 4.2.2 .Ž .r
Ž . Ž .Hence, the homomorphism c : u g , x “ u g , x exists. Now observer r r r
that c is surjective. Indeed, for each 1 F i F n, by definition we haver
jy 1pŽ . Ž .c x s z and from Lemma 4.3.1 we have c z s z for eachr i i, 0 r i i, j
Ž .1 F j F r y 1, and so the generators of u g , x are hit. Finally, since ther r
Ž . Ž . r nalgebras u g , x and u g , x both have dimension p , where n sr r r
dim g , c must in fact be an isomorphism.k r
If x is the trivial character, then x is also the trivial character on g .r r
Hence, as a special case of this theorem, we conclude that the generalized
Ž .restricted enveloping algebra u g is isomorphic to the restricted envelop-r
Ž .ing algebra u g . However, this can be seen directly by noting that by ther
universal property of restricted enveloping algebras the natural inclusion
Ž .g ¤ u g induces an algebra homomorphism from the restricted en-r r
Ž . Ž . Ž .veloping algebra, u g , of g to u g . Since the algebra u g isr r r r
Ž .generated as an algebra by the basis elements of g , this homomorphismr
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must be surjective. On the other hand, comparing dimensions, we see that
Žthis map must in fact be an isomorphism. Note that this construction is
.``inverse'' to the one of Theorem 4.3.2. We recall that in this situation
both of these algebras admit the structure of a Hopf algebra; this structure
is in fact preserved under the isomorphism.
4.3.3. THEOREM. Let r be a positi¤e integer and g be a finite-dimensional
restricted Lie algebra o¤er k. Then there is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras
;Ž . Ž .o¤er k, u g “ u g .r r
Proof. We have only to show that the isomorphism of algebras pre-
serves the Hopf structure. Let D, s , and e denote the structure maps on
Ž . Ž .u g and D9, s 9, and e 9 denote the structure maps on u g . It suffices tor r
Ž . Ž .show that these are preserved on the generators of u g . Indeed, u g isr r
generated by the Lie algebra g . Consider the original formal basisr
 p j4 Ž .elements x for g , where the pth powers are powers in u g . Underi r r
the isomorphism, the formal basis element x p
j
simply maps to the elementi
p j Ž .x considered as an element of u g . Hence, it suffices to show for all i, ji r
Ž p j. Ž p j. Ž p j. Ž p j. Ž p j. Ž p j.that D x s D9 x , s x s s 9 x , and e x s e 9 x .i i i i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž p j.By definition of D on u g as a restricted enveloping algebra , D xr i
s 1 m x p j q x p j m 1. On the other hand, D9 is the restriction of thei i
Ž .comultiplication on U g , and so we have
j p jpD9 x s D9 xŽ .Ž .i i
p js 1 m x q x m 1Ž .i i
s 1 m x p j q x p j m 1i i
Ž p j. p j Ž p j.as required. Similarly, one checks that s x s yx s s 9 x andi i i
Ž p j. Ž p j.e x s 0 s e 9 x .i i
4.3.4. Remark. The assumption that k be algebraically closed was not
necessary for the results of this section. Specifically, Proposition 4.1.4,
Theorem 4.3.2, and Theorem 4.3.3 hold over any field of characteristic
p ) 0.
5. VARIETIES
Ž .Since the algebra u g is a finite-dimensional cocommutative Hopfr
Ž .algebra indeed, the restricted enveloping algebra of a certain Lie algebra ,
Ž w x.support varieties can be defined as usual cf. Ben, Jan1, FP4, FP5, SFB .
 Ž . 4More generally we develop the variety theory for the algebras u g , x inr
 Ž .4analogy with that done for the reduced enveloping algebras u g , x in
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w xFP1 . Indeed, the arguments are completely analogous in this more
general setting. As such, we omit most of the proofs and refer the reader
w x Ž .to FP1 . In any case, having identified each algebra u g , x as a certainr
reduced enveloping algebra, one could simply appeal to the results of
w xFP1 .
5.1. Background
We briefly review the basic notions of support varieties, referring the
reader to the above references for more details. Let A be an arbitrary
finite-dimensional cocommutative Hopf algebra. Then the even-dimen-
2 vŽ .sional part of the cohomology ring of A, H A, k , is a commutative and
w xmoreover, by FS , noetherian ring. The cohomological ¤ariety of A,
< < Ž .denoted A , is defined to be the prime or sometimes maximal spectrum
< < 2 vŽ .of this cohomology ring: A ’ Spec H A, k .
For any finite-dimensional A-module M, there is a natural action of
vŽ . v Ž . vŽ .the cohomology ring H A, k s Ext k, k on H A, M m M* ,A
v Ž . w xExt M, M via the cup product. In FS it is also shown that, for anyA
vŽ .finite-dimensional A-module N, H A, N is finitely generated as a
vŽ .module over H A, k . The cohomological support ¤ariety of M, denoted
< < < <A , is defined as a closed, homogeneous subscheme of A ,M
< < 2 vA ’ Spec H A , k rJ M ,Ž . Ž .Ž .M A
Ž . 2 vŽ . 2 vŽ . vŽwhere J M ; H A, k is the annihilator of H A, k on H A, M mA
.M* . Equivalently, we may identify
mMv v2 6J M s ker Ext k , k Ext M , M .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4A A A
The dimension of this scheme turns out to be related to the complexity
of the module M. Given a finite-dimensional module M over a finite-di-
mensional algebra A, M admits a ``unique'' minimal projective resolution
Ž .P . The complexity of M, denoted c M , is defined to be the rate of
v A
growth of P . More precisely, the rate of growth of the complex P is the
v v
least integer s G 0 such that
dim Pk n
lim s 0.snn“‘
For example, complexity 0 means the complex is finite and complexity 1
means the dimensions of the projectives in P are bounded.
v
ŽFor a commutative ring R, we denote the Krull dimension of R i.e., the
.length of a maximal chain of prime ideals in R by Kr.dim R. We now
summarize some of the standard results about support varieties.
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5.1.1. PROPOSITION. Let A be a finite-dimensional cocommutati¤e Hopf
algebra o¤er k and let M, N be finite-dimensional A-modules. Then
Ž . < < < <a A s A ;k
Ž . < <  4b A s 0 if and only if M is projecti¤e o¤er A;M
Ž . Ž . < < Ž 2 vŽ . Ž ..c c M s dim A s Kr.dim H A, k rJ M ;MA k A
Ž . < < < < < <d A s A s A ;M M * MmM *
Ž . < < < < < <e A s A j A .M[N M N
Ž .As the algebra u g is a finite-dimensional cocommutative Hopf alge-r
bra, the preceding discussion may be applied to this algebra. In the next
Ž . Žsection, we extend this definition to u g , x which need not be a Hopfr
.algebra for an arbitrary character.
5.2. Varieties
Ž .Given two characters x , x 9 g Hom O, k , let x 0 s x q x 9. Letk -alg
Ž . Ž .M, N be u g , x -modules and let M9, N9 be u g , x 9 -modules. Wer r
Ž .remind the reader cf. Section 3.3 that M m M9 and N m N9 are then
Ž . w xu g , x 0 -modules. As in FP1 , we conclude that there is a natural productr
p : Ext s M , N m Ext t M9, N9Ž . Ž .uŽg , x . uŽg , x 9.r r
“ Ext sq t M m M9, N m N9Ž .uŽg , x 0 . r
which may be identified as follows. Given extension classes s g
s Ž . t Ž .Ext M, N and s 9 g Ext M9, N9 , we can form the new ex-uŽg , x . uŽg , x 9.r r
tension classes
s m N9 g Ext s M m N9, N m N9Ž .uŽg , x 0 . r
and
M m s 9 g Ext t M m M9, M m N9 .Ž .uŽg , x 0 . r
Ž . w x w xThen p s m s 9 s s m N9 ( M m s 9 , where ( denotes Yoneda compo-
sition of extensions.
Ž . Ž .For u g , x -modules M and N, since M* m N is a u g -module, thisr r
Ž .can be reinterpreted by identifying Ext-groups over u g , x with cohomol-r
Ž .ogy groups over u g .r
Ž w x.5.2.1. PROPOSITION cf. FP1, Proposition 5.1 . Let r be a positi¤e
integer, let g be a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra o¤er k, let x g
Ž . Ž .Hom O, k be an arbitrary character, and let M, N be u g , x -modulesk -alg r
with M finite-dimensional. Then there exists a natural isomorphism
Ext v M , N , H v u g , M* m N .Ž . Ž .Ž .ruŽg , x . r
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Ž .Moreo¤er, under this identification, for u g , x 9 -modules M9, N9 with M9r
finite-dimensional, the abo¤e pairing p may be identified as the usual cup
product
H s u g , M* m N m H t u g , M9 * m N9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .r r
“ H sq t u g , M* m M9 * m N m N9 .Ž . Ž .Ž .r
We now use this pairing to define support varieties for arbitrary charac-
ters, noting that, in the case x s 0, this reduces to the usual definition.
5.2.2. DEFINITION. Let r be a positive integer, let g be a finite-dimen-
Ž .sional restricted Lie algebra over k, let x g Hom O, k be an arbitraryk -alg
Ž .character, and let M be a finite-dimensional u g , x -module. Define ther
cohomological support ¤ariety of M as a closed, homogeneous subscheme of
< Ž . <u g ,r
v2u g , x ’ Spec H u g , k rJ M ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .r rM uŽg , x . r
Ž . 2 vŽ Ž . . 2 v Ž .where J M is the annihilator in H u g , k s Ext k, k ofuŽg , x . r uŽg .r r
v Ž .Ext M, M under the pairinguŽg , x . r
p : Ext v k , k m Ext v M , M “ Ext v M , M .Ž . Ž . Ž .uŽg . uŽg , x . uŽg , x .r r r
Ž . w x w xSince the pairing p is simply given by p s m s 9 s s m M ( s 9 it
Ž .follows that the ideal J M may also be identified asuŽg , x . r
mMv v2 6J M s ker Ext k , k Ext M , M .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4uŽg , x . uŽg . uŽg , x .r r r
< Ž . <The subscheme u g , x may in fact be identified with the sub-Mr
< Ž . < Ž .scheme u g . For any finite-dimensional u g , x -module M, sinceM *mMr r
the map
mMmM *v v6Ext k , k Ext M m M*, M m M*Ž . Ž .uŽg . uŽg .r r
factors as the composite
mM mM *v v v6 6Ext k , k Ext M , M Ext M m M*, M m M* ,Ž . Ž . Ž .uŽg . uŽg , x . uŽg .r r r
Ž . Ž .we see that J M ; J M m M* . On the other hand, from Propo-uŽg , x . uŽg .r r
sition 5.2.1, the pairing
p : Ext v k , k m Ext v M , M “ Ext v M , MŽ . Ž . Ž .uŽg . uŽg , x . uŽg , x .r r r
may be identified with the cup product pairing
H v u g , k m H v u g , M m M* “ H v u g , M m M* .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .r r r
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But, this latter pairing factors as
H v u g , k m H v u g , M m M*Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .r r
s Ext v k , k m H v u g , M m M*Ž . Ž .Ž .ruŽg . r
Ž .mMmM * m1
v v
6
Ext M m M*, M m M* m H u g , M m M*Ž . Ž .Ž .ruŽg . r
(
v“ H u g , M m M* .Ž .Ž .r
Ž . Ž .Hence we also have J M > J M m M* and hence these twouŽg , x . uŽg .r r
ideals are equal, from which we conclude the following.
Ž w x.5.2.3. PROPOSITION cf. FP1, Proposition 6.5 . Let r be a positi¤e
integer, let g be a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra o¤er k, let x g
Ž .Hom O, k be an arbitrary character, and let M be a finite-dimensionalk -alg
Ž .u g , x -module. Then we ha¤e the identification of subschemes of the affiner
< Ž . < < Ž . < < Ž . <scheme u g : u g , x s u g .M MmM *r r r
5.2.4. Remark. Note that the case x s 0 of this proposition is consis-
Ž .tent with property d of Proposition 5.1.1.
Before turning to the identification of these varieties in the next section,
we make note of some useful generalizations of the results in Proposi-
tion 5.1.1.
Ž w x.5.2.5. PROPOSITION cf. FP1, Proposition 6.2 . Let r be a positi¤e
integer, let g be a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra o¤er k, let x g
Ž .Hom O, k be an arbitrary character, and let M be a finite-dimensionalk -alg
Ž .u g , x -module.r
Ž .i
< <c M s dim u g , xŽ . Ž . MruŽg , x . r k
s Kr. dim H 2 v u g , k rJ M .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .r uŽg , x . r
Ž .ii The following are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž . Ž .a M is projecti¤e or injecti¤e o¤er u g , x ;r
Ž . Ž . Ž .b M m M* is projecti¤e or injecti¤e o¤er u g ;r
Ž . < Ž . < < Ž . <  4c u g , x s u g s 0 .M MmM *r r
6. IDENTIFYING THE VARIETIES
Ž .In this section, we proceed to identify in a non-cohomological way the
< Ž . < Ž .schemes u g , x for a finite-dimensional u g , x -module M. MoreMr r
precisely, it will suffice for our purposes to identify the subvariety of
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< Ž . < Ž .rational k-points u g , x k for these schemes. Note that over anMr
algebraically closed field, the subvariety of rational k-points is simply the
< Ž . <maximal spectrum and is dense in u g , x . The identification of theseMr
Ž .varieties follows from the identification of the algebra u g as a restrictedr
enveloping algebra in Theorem 4.3.3 and previous results identifying
Ž w x.support varieties for restricted Lie algebras cf. Jan1, FP4, FP5, SFB .
6.1. Old Results
We first remind the reader of the relevant results on support varieties.
To do so, we set some notation.
6.1.1. DEFINITION. Let h be a restricted Lie algebra over k. Define the
Ž .p-nullcone of h , N h , to be the set of p-nilpotent elements in h:p
 w p x 4N h s x g h : x s 0 .Ž .p
Žw x w x.6.1.2. THEOREM SFB, Theorem 5.2 , cf. also Jan1, Satz 2.14 . Let h
be a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra o¤er k. Then there is a natural
< Ž . <Ž . Ž .  w p x 4homeomorphism of ¤arieties C: u h k “ N h s x g h : x s 0 .p
Ž .Further, the support variety of a finite-dimensional u h -module may be
realized inside the p-nullcone via a projectivity condition.
Žw x w x.6.1.3. THEOREM SFB, Corollary 6.8 , cf. also FP5, Corollary 1.4 . Let
h be a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra o¤er k and let M be a
finite-dimensional restricted h-module. Then, under the preceding identifica-
< Ž . <Ž . < Ž . <tion of u h k , we may identify the rational k-points of u h asM
u h k s x g N h : the restriction of M to the restrictedŽ . Ž . Ž .M p
² :Lie subalgebra x ; h is not free .4
Ž .If we consider M as a u h -module, then restricting M to the Lie
² :subalgebra x ; h is equivalent to restricting M to the subalgebra
Ž² :. Ž . Ž² :.u x ; u h . Now, we may identify u x as a truncated polynomial
Ž² :. w x p Ž² :.algebra: u x , k x rx . Hence, a u x -module is projective if and
only if it is free. Indeed, a projective module over any finite-dimensional
Ž w x.local k-algebra is necessarily free cf. for example CR .
Ž .6.2. The Algebra u g r
Ž .Since u g may be identified with the restricted enveloping algebrar
Ž .u g of the restricted Lie algebra g , Theorems 6.1.2 and 6.1.3 immedi-r r
ately imply the following.
6.2.1. COROLLARY. Let r be a positi¤e integer and let g be a finite-dimen-
sional restricted Lie algebra o¤er k. Then the rational k-points of the scheme
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< Ž . < < Ž . <Ž . Ž .  ww p xx 4u g may be identified as u g k s N g s y g g : y s 0 , wherer r p r r
ww xx Ž .p denotes the p-mapping on g . Further, for a finite-dimensional u g -r r
< Ž . < module M, we may identify the rational k-points of u g as y gMr
Ž . < 4N g : M is not free .² y:p r
When r s 1, we are of course just asking for the p-nilpotent elements of
g. For a specific Lie algebra g , one can attempt to identify these elements,
but there is clearly no general description of them. On the other hand, if
r ) 1, we provide below a simple and explicit description of the p-nilpotent
elements in g . For the remainder of Section 6, we assume that r ) 1.r
As before, to avoid confusion, we continue to denote the original
w x ww xxp-mapping on g by p : g “ g and the new p-mapping on g by p :r
g “ g . Given an arbitrary element y g g , we want to determine whenr r r
y ww p xx s 0. We first recall that the p-mapping on g was defined in Sectionr
Ž .4.1 to simply be pth power in the algebra u g . Using the basis for g ofr r
Lemma 4.1.3 and the notation from the Proof of Proposition 4.1.4, we may
write y s y q y with y s Ýn a x and y s Ýn, ry2 b z p j for some1 2 1 is1 i i 2 is1, js0 i, j i
constants a , b g k. By the centrality of y , we have that y ww p xx s y ww p xx qi i, j 2 1
y ww p xx. And so, as in the proof of Proposition 4.1.4, we see that2
y ww p xx s y ww p xx q y ww p xx1 2
n n , ry3
jq 1p w p x p ps a z q y q b z .Ý Ýi i 1 i , j i
is1 is1, js0
Notice that the elements y w p x and z p
l
appearing in the preceding sum are1 i
linearly independent in g and hence y ww p xx s 0 if and only if y w p x s 0,r 1
a s 0, and b s 0 for all 1 F i F n and 0 F j F r y 3. But, if eachi i, j
a s 0, then y s 0 also. Hence, y ww p xx s 0 if and only if a s 0 andi 1 i
b s 0 for all 1 F i F n and 0 F j F r y 3. In other words, y ww p xx s 0 ifi, j
and only if we may write y s Ýn c z p ry 2 for some c g k. Hence, we haveis1 i i i
the following characterization.
6.2.2. THEOREM. Let r ) 1 be an integer and let g be a finite-dimen-
sional restricted Lie algebra o¤er k with associated restricted Lie algebra g r
Ž . < Ž . < < Ž . <defined in Section 4.1 . Then the rational k-points of u g s u g mayr r
be identified as
u g k s u g k , N gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r r p r
n
ry 2ps c z : c g k ; g ; u g .Ž .Ý ri i i r½ 5
is1
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< Ž . <Ž . Ž . Ž .In other words, u g k , N g is the k-subspace of g ¤ u g spannedr p r r r
 p ry 2 Ž p w p x. p ry 2 4by the elements z s x y x : 1 F i F n .i i i
Ž .From Proposition 5.1.1 c , we get the following immediate corollary
about dimensions.
6.2.3. COROLLARY. Assume that r ) 1 and let g be a finite-dimensional
restricted Lie algebra o¤er k. Then we ha¤e the following identification:
v < <c k s Kr. dim H u g , k s dim u gŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .r ruŽg . kr
s dim N g s dim g .Ž .k p r k
Ž . < Ž . < Ž .Given a finite-dimensional u g -module M, the variety u g k canMr r
now be determined more precisely. However, we omit such a statement as
Ž .this will be a special case of the more general result Theorem 6.3.1 below
for arbitrary characters.
Ž .6.3. The Algebras u g , x r
Ž .For an arbitrary character x g Hom O, k and finite-dimensionalk -alg
Ž . Ž .u g , x -module M, since the algebra u g , x may be identified with ther r
Ž . w xalgebra u g , x we may appeal to FP1 for a description of the supportr r
< Ž . <variety u g , x . Indeed, the result follows from Theorem 6.1.3 by usingMr
< Ž . < < Ž . <the identification u g , x s u g of Proposition 5.2.3 as well asM MmM *r r
Ž .the projectivity equivalences in part ii of Proposition 5.2.5.
Ž .In order to state the result in terms of the algebra u g , x , we set somer
Ž . Ž .notation. Given an element y g N g ; g ¤ U g consider the imagep r r r
Ž . Ž . Ž .of y in the quotient algebra u g , x , u g , x and let u y, x be ther r r r
Ž . Ž .subalgebra of u g , x , u g , x generated by the image of y. Noticer r r
Ž . w x Ž p .that u y, x is a truncated polynomial algebra of the form k y r y y lr
for some l g k.
w xWe now obtain the following generalization of Theorem 6.4 of FP1 for
reduced enveloping algebras.
Ž w x.6.3.1. THEOREM cf. FP1, Theorem 6.4 . Let r ) 1 be an integer, let g
be a finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra o¤er k with associated Lie algebra
Ž . Ž .g defined in Section 4.1 , let x g Hom O, k be an arbitrary character,r k -alg
Ž .and let M be a finite-dimensional u g , x -module. Then we ha¤e the follow-r
ing identification of ¤arieties:
u g , x k s y g N g : the restriction of M to the subalgebraŽ . Ž . Ž .r M p r
u y , x is not free .Ž . 4r
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Proof. From Propositions 5.2.3 and 6.1.3, we may identify
u g , x k s u g kŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .r rM MmM *
s y g N g : the restriction of M m M* to theŽ . p r
algebra u y , 0 is not free ,Ž . 4r
Ž . Ž . Ž .where the algebra u y, 0 ; u g , u g was defined above. Applyingr r r
Ž . Ž w x.Proposition 5.2.5 ii or simply Proposition 6.2 of FP1 to the Lie subalge-
² : Ž ² :.bra y ; g and character x restricted to y , the module of M m M*r r
Ž .is free over u y, 0 if and only if the module M is free over the algebrar
Ž . Ž . Ž .u y, x ; u g , x , u g , x .r r r r
6.3.2. COROLLARY. Let 1 F s - r be integers, let g be a finite-dimen-
sional restricted Lie algebra o¤er k, and let M be a finite-dimensional
Ž . Ž .u g , x -module. If M is considered as a u g , x -module, then we ha¤es r
< Ž . < Ž . < Ž . <Ž . Ž .u g ,x k s u g k , N g .Mr r p r
Ž .Proof. By the theorem, it suffices to show that, for any y g N g , Mp r
Ž . Ž .is not free upon restriction to the algebra u y, x ; u g , x . Consider yr r
Ž . Žas an element of u g , x . Then it is the image under the natural quotientr
Ž . Ž . . n p ry 2 Ž .U g “ u g , x of an element w of the form w s Ý a z g U g .r is1 i i
Ž . p sy 1Since M is a u g , x -module, by definition each z acts by scalars ons i
p ry 2 Ž p sy 1. p ry sy1M. As r ) s, each z s z does also. Hence, w and also yi i
Ž Ž .must act by scalars on M. In particular, y and the algebra u y, x itr
.generates cannot act freely on M.
6.4. The Restriction Subalgebra
Ž .Let M be a finite-dimensional u g , x -module. Theorem 6.3.1 says thatr
the projectivity of M can be detected by checking whether M is free upon
Ž . Ž .restriction to each central subalgebra u y, x ; u g , x for each linearr r
n p ry 2 Ž .combination y s Ý c z g N g ; g . As these algebras are allis1 i i p r r
central, the projectivity of M can in fact be detected by checking the
projectivity of M on the single central subalgebra generated by all y g
Ž . Ž .X Ž .XN g . We denote this subalgebra by u g , x and observe that u g , xp r r r
is simply the truncated polynomial algebra
ry 1ry2 ry2 ry2 ry1X pp p p pu g , x s k z , z , . . . , z r z y x z : 1 F i F nŽ . Ž .ž /r 1 2 n i i
ppw xs k y , y , . . . , y r y y x y : 1 F i F n ,Ž .Ž .1 2 n i i
where y s z p ry 2 for each 1 F i F n. As this is a local k-algebra, projectiv-i i
Ž .Xity over u g , x is equivalent to freeness and so as a corollary of Theoremr
6.3.1 we get the following.
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6.4.1. THEOREM. Let r ) 1 be an integer, let g be a finite-dimensional
Ž .restricted Lie algebra o¤er k, and let x g Hom O, k be an arbitraryk -alg
Ž . Žcharacter. Then a finite-dimensional u g , x -module M is projecti¤e equi¤-r
.alently injecti¤e if and only if the restriction of M to the truncated polynomial
Ž .Xalgebra u g , x is free.r
Ž .X n ŽMoreover, since the algebra u g , x has dimension p where n sr
. Ž .Xdim g , any free u g , x -module must necessarily have dimension divisi-k r
n Ž .ble by p . Hence, by the theorem, this is also true for u g , x -modules.r
6.4.2. COROLLARY. Let r ) 1 be an integer, let g be a finite-dimensional
Ž .restricted Lie algebra o¤er k, let x g Hom O, k be an arbitrary charac-k -alg
Ž .ter, and let M be a finite-dimensional u g , x -module. If dim M is notr k
dim k g Ž .di¤isible by p , then M is not projecti¤e or injecti¤e .
In many instances, one can make an even stronger dimension statement.
Ž .For example, suppose that g s Lie G for a semisimple, simply connected
algebraic group G over k. Then g has the standard basis of root vectors
 q 4 qe , f , h : a g F , b g D , where F denotes the positive roots and Da a b
Ž . Ž .denotes the simple roots. Let N g , x be the subalgebra of u g , xr r
Ž . Ž .generated by all the e . Now, u g , x is certainly free over N g , x and,a r r
Ž . Ž .moreover, N g , x is a local algebra. Hence, any projective u g , x -mod-r r
Ž .ule must be free upon restriction to N g , x and so must have dimensionr
r m Ždivisible by p , where m is the number of positive roots. This of course
.holds for r s 1 also.
Ž .However, when r ) 1, by combining this with the central! restriction
Ž .X Ž .subalgebra u g , x from above, we can do even better. Let a g , x ber r
Ž . Ž .Xthe subalgebra of u g , x generated by the algebras u g , x andr r
Ž . Ž .N g , x . The algebra a g , x is again local and has dimensionr r
Žnym.qr m nqmŽ ry1. < q<p s p , where n s dim g and m s F . Indeed, the setk
eia h p
ry 1 y h p ry 2 f p ry 1 : 0 F i - prŁ ž /a b b a a½ 5qagF , bgD
Ž . Ž .is a basis for a g , x over k. Moreover, the algebra u g , x is free overr r
Ž . Ž .a g , x and hence any projective u g , x -module is free over the subal-r r
Ž .gebra a g , x . Thus we have the following dimension statement.r
Ž .6.4.3. PROPOSITION. Let r ) 1 be an integer, let g s Lie G be the Lie
algebra of a semisimple, simply connected algebraic group G o¤er k, let
Ž .x g Hom O, k be an arbitrary character, and let M be a finite-dimen-k -alg
Ž . nqmŽ ry1.sional u g , x -module. If dim M is not di¤isible by p , wherer k
n s dim g and m is the number of positi¤e roots, then M is not projecti¤ek
Ž . Ž .or injecti¤e o¤er u g , x .r
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In Section 8, we will see examples where this condition is as strong as
possible. Specifically, where the projective indecomposables have precisely
this dimension.
6.5. Realizability of Supports
Ž . ŽFor any finite-dimensional u g -module M, by definition cf. Sectionr
. < Ž . <5.1 the support variety u g is a closed, homogeneous subscheme inMr
< Ž . < < Ž . <u g . Conversely, any closed, homogeneous subscheme of u g may ber r
Ž . Ž widentified as the support variety of some u g -module cf. FP5, Theoremr
x.2.2; SFB, Theorem 7.5 . In this section, we observe that a somewhat
stronger statement can be made using the preceding results. First, Theo-
rem 6.4.1 may be restated as follows.
6.5.1. COROLLARY. Let r ) 1 be an integer, let g be a finite-dimensional
Ž .restricted Lie algebra o¤er k, and let M be a finite-dimensional u g -module.r
< Ž . < Ž . < Ž .X < Ž .Then we ha¤e the identification of ¤arieties: u g k s u g k asM Mr r
< Ž . < Ž .Xsub¤arieties of u g , where M is considered as a u g -module by restriction.r r
Ž .XGiven any finite-dimensional u g -module N, consider the inducedr
Ž . Ž . Ž .X Ž .Xu g -module M ’ u g m N and restrict M to u g . Since u g isr r uŽg . r rr
Ž .X Ž  m1 m2 m nfree over u g indeed, with basis the set x x ??? x : 0 F m -r 1 2 n i
ry14. Ž .Xp , as a u g -module, M is simply a direct sum, M s [N, of copiesr
of the original module N. But the support of a direct sum of copies of the
Ž Ž ..module N is simply the support of N itself cf. Proposition 5.1.1 e .
Hence, we conclude the following.
6.5.2. PROPOSITION. Let r ) 1 be an integer, let g be a finite-dimen-
Ž .Xsional restricted Lie algebra o¤er k, and let N be a finite-dimensional u g -r
Ž . Ž . Ž .XXmodule. Consider the u g , x -module M ’ u g m N as a u g -mod-r r uŽg . rr
< Ž .X < < Ž .X <ule. Then we ha¤e the identification of subschemes of u g : u g sMr r
< Ž .X <u g .Nr
Combining this with the previous corollary, we see that closed, homoge-
< Ž . <neous subvarieties of u g can be realized in a particularly ``nice'' way.r
6.5.3. THEOREM. Let r ) 1 be an integer and let g be a finite-dimen-
sional restricted Lie algebra o¤er k. Any closed, homogeneous sub¤ariety
< Ž . <Ž . < Ž . < Ž . Ž .of u g k may be realized as the support ¤ariety u g k for a u g -Mr r r
Ž . Ž .XXmodule M of the form M s u g m N for some finite-dimensional u g -r uŽg . rr
module N.
< Ž . <Ž . < Ž .X <Ž .Proof. Since u g k s u g k , given a closed, homogeneous sub-r r
< Ž . <Ž . Ž .Xvariety V ; u g k , there exists a finite-dimensional u g -module Nr r
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< Ž .X < Ž . Ž w x. Ž .with u g k s V cf. FP5 . Consider the u g , x -module M ’Nr r
Ž . Xu g m N. By Corollary 6.5.1 and Proposition 6.5.2 we haver uŽg . r
X X
u g k s u g k s u g k s VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r r rM M N
as desired.
Ž .XThe especially nice thing about this statement is that the algebra u g r
w x Ž p p.is simply a truncated polynomial algebra k y , y , . . . , y r y , . . . , y ,1 2 n 1 n
Ž .which is isomorphic as algebras to the group algebra of the product of
Ž .=ncyclic groups Zrp . The finite-dimensional modules for this algebra are
easy to describe: each module corresponds to an n-tuple of matrices
Ž . Ža , a , . . . , a which pairwise commute i.e., a a s a a for all pairs1 2 n i j j i
. Ž p .i, j and are p-nilpotent i.e., a s 0 for each 1 F i F n. On the otheri
Žhand, the indecomposables for this algebra are not easily classifiable cf.
w x .HR and the comments at the end of Section 6.6 .
6.5.4. Remark. The assumption that k be algebraically closed was not
Ž .necessary for the results of this or the previous section and so the results
hold over any field of characteristic p ) 0.
6.6. Representation Type
We now return to the question of determining the representation type
Ž .of the algebras u g , x . Indeed, for r ) 1, we show that the representa-r
tion type is determined by the dimension of the Lie algebra. This is
Ž w x.significantly different from the results for the case r s 1 cf. P3, NP and
interesting in that it is independent of r. We remind the reader of the
correspondence between simples and blocks seen in Section 3.3. For a
Ž . Ž .simple u g , x -module S, considering S as a u g , x -module, we denote1 r
Ž .the block of S by B S .r
6.6.1. THEOREM. Let r ) 1 be a positi¤e integer, let g be a nonzero
Ž .finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra o¤er k, let x g Hom O, k be ank -alg
Ž .arbitrary character, and let S be a simple u g , x -module. Then the following1
hold:
Ž . Ž .a S is not projecti¤e as a u g , x -module.r
Ž . Ž .b B S is not semisimple.r
Ž . Ž .c B S has finite representation type if and only if dim g s 1.r k
Ž . Ž .d u g , x has finite representation type if and only if dim g s 1.r k
Ž .Proof. Since S is a u g , x -module, by Corollary 6.3.2, for any r ) 1,1
< Ž . < Ž . Ž .we necessarily have u g , x k s N g . Hence, from PropositionSr p r
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Ž . Ž . < Ž . <5.2.5 i and Theorem 6.2.2, we have c S s dim u g , x sSuŽg , x . k rr
Ž .dim g G 1. Part a now follows from the fact that a module is projectivek
Ž . Ž .if and only if it has complexity zero cf. Proposition 5.2.5 . Furthe, part b
Ž .is evidently equivalent to part a .
Ž .For part c , first suppose that the block of S has finite representation
type. Consider the minimal projective resolution
P : ??? P “ P “ P ‚ S
v 2 1 0
Ž . mŽ .  4 Žof S over u g , x . For each m g Z, set V S ’ ker P “ P ther m my1
. mŽ .mth syzygy module . Inductively, we see that each V S must lie in the
block of S. Further, since the notions of projective and injective are
Ž . Ž .equivalent for u g , x see Section 3.3 and P is defined to be minimal,
vr
mŽ .each V S must be indecomposable since S is. As there are only finitely
many distinct indecomposables in the block of S, only finitely many
mŽ .distinct V S appear. Hence, only finitely many distinct projectives
appear, and so the dimensions of the projectives are bounded and the
complexity of S can be at most 1. Since we have already seen that it cannot
Ž .be zero, we must have dim g s c S s 1.k uŽg , x . r
Ž .Conversely, suppose that c S s dim g s 1. Since we may iden-uŽg , x . kr
Ž . Ž .tify u g , x as the reduced enveloping algebra u g , x , we may applyr r r
w x w x Žthe work of R. Farnsteiner Fa . Specifically, from p. 54 of Fa in the
w x.proof of Theorem 3.2; see also P3, Lemma 5.1 , every principal indecom-
Žposable in the block of S must be uniserial i.e., admits a unique composi-
. w Ž .x Ž .tion series . By CR, 62.25 , B S has finite representation type.r
Ž . Ž .For part d , u g , x has finite representation type if and only if eachr
Ž . Ž Ž ..block B S has finite representation type if and only if by part cr
dim g s 1.k
We note that there is a standard division of algebras of infinite repre-
sentation type into two classes: tame and wild representation type. Alge-
bras of tame type are in some sense ``classifiable'' while those of wild type
w x w xare not. We refer the interested reader to Ben or P3 for a more precise
definition of these notions. For completeness we also note that this
distinction is related to the dimension of g. For a finite-dimensional
w xself-injective k-algebra A, J. Rickard Ri, Theorem 2 showed that if a
simple A-module S has complexity at least 3, then the algebra has wild
Ž .representation type. Since each algebra u g , x is self-injective, eachr
Ž . Ž .block B S is also. Again using the fact that c S s dim g for eachr A k
Ž . Ž .simple u g , x -module S for r ) 1 , we get the following.r
6.6.2. THEOREM. Let r ) 1 be a positi¤e integer, let g be a finite-dimen-
Ž .sional restricted Lie algebra o¤er k, let x g Hom O, k be an arbitraryk -alg
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Ž .character, and let S be a simple u g , x -module. Then the following hold:1
Ž . Ž .a If dim g G 3, the block B S has wild representation type.k r
Ž . Ž .b If dim g G 3, the algebra u g , x has wild representation type.k r
Ž . Ž .c If the block B S has tame representation type, then dim g s 2.r k
Ž . Ž .d If the algebra u g , x has tame representation type, then dim gr k
s 2.
We end this section by offering some illumination as to why these
Ž .results are independent of r as long as r ) 1 . Consider the restriction
Ž .X Ž .subalgebra u g , x ; u g , x introduced in Section 6.4. We remind ther r
reader that this subalgebra is simply a truncated polynomial algebra
Ž .independent of r of the form
w x p p pA s k y , y , . . . , y r y y l , y y l , . . . , y y lŽ .1 2 n 1 1 2 2 n n
for some l g k, where n s dim g. One might suspect that the represen-i k
Ž . Ž .Xtation type of the algebra u g , x is at least as bad as that of u g , x .r r
w xFrom the work of A. Heller and I. Reiner HR , one can readily check that
Ž .Xif n is at least 2, then u g , x has infinite representation type and if n isr
at least 3, it has wild representation type.
7. EXAMPLES
In this section, we illustrate the results in Section 6.4 for some elemen-
tary Lie algebras.
7.1. Tri¤ial Restricted Lie Algebras
Let g be an n-dimensional trivial restricted Lie algebra with k-basis the
 4set x , x , . . . , x as usual. That is, g is abelian as a Lie algebra and the1 2 n
w p x Ž .p-mapping is trivial, i.e., x s 0 for all x g g. Hence U g is simply the
w xpolynomial algebra k x , x , . . . , x and the subalgebra O is the polyno-1 2 n
w p p p x w xmial subalgebra k x , x , . . . , x ; k x , x , . . . , x . Further, given a1 2 n 1 2 n
Ž . Ž .character x g Hom O, k , the algebra u g , x is the truncated poly-k -alg r
w x Ž p r Ž . p ry 1 p r Ž . p ry 1 p rnomial algebra k x , x , . . . , x r x y x x , x y x x , . . . , x1 2 n 1 1 2 2 n
Ž . p ry 1.y x x . Applying Theorem 6.4.1 to this Lie algebra, we get then
following purely algebra-theoretic statement.
7.1.1. PROPOSITION. Let r ) 1 and n ) 0 be integers and let
l , l , . . . , l g k be arbitrary field elements. A finite-dimensional1 2 n
w x Ž p r p r p r .k x , x , . . . , x r x y l , x y l , . . . , x y l -module M is projecti¤e1 2 n 1 1 2 2 n n
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Ž .indeed free if and only if it is free upon restriction to the subalgebra
ry 1 ry1 ry1 r r rp p p p p pk x , x , . . . , x r x y l , x y l , . . . , x y lŽ .1 2 n 1 1 2 2 n n
w x p p p, k y , y , . . . , y r y y l , y y l , . . . , y y l .Ž .1 2 n 1 1 2 2 n n
Ž .We note two examples, which as well as the proposition could be
proved by elementary methods. Though simple, these examples illustrate
how the representation theories of group algebras and restricted Lie
algebras are connected to each other and, indeed, to more generic finite-
 Ž . 4dimensional algebras, via the family of algebras u g , x .r
Ž7.1.2. EXAMPLE. Consider the case n s 1 and l s 0 i.e., the trivial1
. w x Ž p r .character x s 0 . Then the statement is that projectivity of a k x r x -
w p ry 1 x Ž p r . w x Ž p.module can be detected on the subalgebra k x r x , k y r y .
Ž7.1.3. EXAMPLE. Again let n s 1, but take l s 1 i.e., the character1
. w x Ž p r .x s 1 . Then we are considering the algebra k x r x y 1 and the
w p ry 1 x Ž p ry 1 . w x Ž p r .subalgebra k x r x y 1 . Observe that the algebra k x r x y 1
may be identified with kZrpr, the group algebra of the cyclic group Zrpr,
w p ry 1 x Ž p ry 1 .and the subalgebra k x r x y 1 may be identified as the group
algebra kZrp of the naturally embedded subgroup Zrp ; Zrpr. And so
the statement is that a finite-dimensional Zrpr-module is free if and only
if it is free upon restriction to the subgroup Zrp. This is simply a special
w xcase of Chouinard's theorem Ch which states that, for a finite group G, a
finite-dimensional kG-module is projective if and only if it is projective
upon restriction to every elementary abelian p-subgroup of G. Indeed, the
group G s Zrpr admits only one elementary abelian subgroup, the natu-
rally embedded Zrp.
7.2. The Lie Algebra sl 2
Let g be the Lie algebra sl of 2 = 2 trace zero matrices and suppose2
that the characteristic of k is not 2. Denote the standard k-basis of g by
 4 w x w x w xe, f , h , where e, f s h, h, e s 2 e, and h, f s y2 f. The p-mapping
is simply determined by considering g as a matrix algebra and taking pth
powers of matrices. In particular, we have ew p x s 0 s f w p x and hw p x s h.
w p p p xNote that the algebra O is the polynomial subalgebra k e , f , h y h ;
Ž .U g .
Ž .In this case, Theorem 6.4.1 for the trivial character becomes the
following.
7.2.1. PROPOSITION. Let r ) 1 be an integer and let g s sl . A finite-2
Ž .dimensional u g -module is projecti¤e if and only if it is free upon restrictionr
Ž .X w p ry 1 p ry 1 p ry 1 p ry 2 x Ž p r p r p rto the subalgebra u g s k e , f , h y h r e , f , h yr
p ry 1.h .
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Ž .In particular, for r ) 1, the dimension of any projective u sl -module2 r
3 Ž .must be divisible by p . However, since sl s Lie SL k is the Lie2 2
algebra of a semisimple, simply connected algebraic group over k, we can
apply the discussion at the end of Section 6.4 and in particular Proposition
Ž . Ž .6.4.3. Indeed, the algebra a sl , 0 ; u sl considered there is the2 r 2 r
w p ry 1 p ry 1 p ry 2 x Ž p r p r p r p ry 1.subalgebra k e, f , h y h r e , f , h y h , which clearly
rq2 Ž .has dimension p . Hence, for r ) 1, any projective u sl -module must2 r
have dimension divisible by prq2.
In the next section, we determine the dimensions of the projective
Ž .indecomposable u sl -modules. Specifically, Lemma 8.4.1 shows that a2 r
projective indecomposable has dimension p3 ry2 or 2 p3 ry2. Notice that
when r s 2, we have 3r y 2 s 4 s r q 2, and so the preceding divisibility
condition is in fact as strong as possible. Of course, this obviously does not
hold for larger values of r.
8. THE REPRESENTATION THEORY OF sl 2
Throughout this section, let g be the Lie algebra sl and suppose that2
the characteristic of k is not 2. We use the same notation as in Section 7.2.
In this section, we determine the dimensions of the projective indecompos-
Ž .able u g , x -modules, comparing the case when r ) 1 to that when r s 1.r
We also consider some consequences of the results in Section 6.6 on
representation type. Indeed, since dim sl s 3. Theorems 6.6.1 and 6.6.2k 2
Ž .imply that, when r ) 1, all blocks of u g , x have infinite, in fact wild,r
representation type.
8.1. Some Notation
Ž . Ž .For any character x g Hom O, k and positive integer r, let B g , xk -alg r
Ž . Ž .be the subalgebra of u g , x generated by e and h. Observe that u g , xr r
Ž .  i r4is free over B g , x with basis the set f : 0 F i - p . Given an elementr
p Ž p .l g k such that l y l s x h y h , define k to be the one-dimensionall
Ž .simple B g , x -module with h acting via l and e acting trivially. Further,r
Ž . Ž .denote by W the induced u g , x -module W ’ u g , x m k .l, r r l, r r BŽg , x . lr
 i r4Clearly the set f m 1 : 0 F i - p is a basis for W over k so thatl, r
dim W s pr.k l, r
8.2. Equi¤alent Characters
Ž .By identifying Hom O, k with the dual space g*, which admits thek -alg
Ž .coadjoint action of the algebraic group SL k , there is an action of2
Ž . Ž . w xSL k on the characters Hom O, k . Just as noted in FP1 , characters2 k -alg
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in the same orbit under this action give rise to isomorphic algebras
Ž .u g , x . As such, it suffices to consider the representation theory of ther
Ž .algebras u g , x for orbit representatives x .r
Ž .Indeed, there are only three including one infinite family distinct
Ž . Ž w x.SL k -orbits, represented by the following cf. FP1, Section 2 :2
Ž . Ž p. Ž p. Ž p . Ži x : x e s x f s x h y h s 0 i.e., the trivial char-0 0 0 0
.acter ;
Ž . Ž p. Ž p . Ž p.ii x : x e s 0 s x h y h , x f s 1;f f f f
Ž . Ž p. Ž p. Ž p .iii for each 0 / a g k, x : x e s 0 s x f , x h y ha a a a
s a p.
w x Ž .In FP1 , these were referred to as respectively restricted, regular nilpo-
tent, and semisimple type. We consider the generalized versions of these
Ž .cases below, but first recall that by Proposition 3.2.2 the algebra u g , x r
is symmetric in this situation. And so before considering the three cases,
we first observe an elementary fact about the dimensions of projective
Ž .indecomposables over symmetric algebras Lemma 8.3.1 .
8.3. Symmetric Algebras
Ž .Let A be an arbitrary finite-dimensional associative k-algebra. Then A
admits only finitely many simple modules. Denote these by S , for 1 F i F s.i
Further, denote the projective cover of S by P . Then the theory ofi i
finite-dimensional algebras says that the algebra A decomposes as a direct
sum of A-modules,
A s P[m1 [ P[m2 [ ??? [ P[m s ,1 2 s
where m s dim S for each 1 F i F s.i k i
w xGiven A-modules M and S, with S simple, let M : S denote the
multiplicity of S in a composition series for M. The Cartan matrix of A is
w xthe s = s-matrix with entries a s P : S . If A is a symmetric algebrai, j i j
Ž .see Sections 3.2 and 3.3 , the Cartan matrix of A is symmetric, so that
w x w xP : S s P : S for all pairs i and j. This leads to the following charac-i j j i
terization of the dimensions of the P .i
Ž .8.3.1. LEMMA. Let A be a finite-dimensional symmetric associati¤e
 4  4k-algebra with simple modules S and corresponding projecti¤e co¤ers P .i i
w xThen, for each i, we ha¤e dim P s A : S .k i i
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Proof. We have
dim P s P : S dim S .Ýk i i j k j
j
w xOn the other hand, letting A : P denote the multiplicity of P in aj j
decomposition of A into projective indecomposables, we have
w xA : S s A : P P : SÝi j j i
j
s A : P P : S by symmetryŽ .Ý j i j
j
s dim S P : S as noted above ,Ž .Ý k j i j
j
and the result follows.
8.4. Generalized Restricted Type
In this subsection, let x be the trivial character x so that the algebra0
Ž . Ž .u g , x is simply the algebra u g . For convenience, throughout thisr r
Ž .subsection, let A denote the algebra u g , x and let B denote ther r r
Ž . Ž .subalgebra B g , x which was defined in Section 8.1 .r
Ž .We remind the reader cf. Proposition 3.3.1 that, for any positive
integer r, the simple A -modules are precisely the simple A -modules.r 1
These are of course just the restricted sl -modules. It is well known that2
 4there are precisely p simple modules S with dim S s l q 1.l lg F k lp
Indeed, the module S may be explicitly realized as a quotient of the ``babyl
Verma'' module W ’ A m k . Furthermore, over A , the modules Sl, 1 1 B l 1 l1
Ž w x.and S are in the same block if and only if l q m s p y 2 cf. Po .m
Hence, by Proposition 3.3.2, this is also true over A for all r G 1.r
Let P denote the projective cover of S over the algebra A . Then, forl, r l r
l s p y 1, the module P must admit a composition series with alll, r
composition factors being S . On the other hand, if l / p y 1, P admitsl l, r
a composition series consisting entirely of S and S where m s p y 2 y ll m
Ž .with both simples appearing .
We would like to determine how many composition factors appear in
each P . As a module over itself, the algebra B is readily seen to have al, r r
composition series in which each module k appears exactly p2 ry1 times.l
Since A is free over B and A m B , A , the algebra A must admit ar r r B r r rr
filtration with all factors of the form W ’ A m k , with each W forl, r r B l l, rr
l g F appearing precisely p2 ry1 times.p
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For each l g F , the composition factors of the A -module W can bep r l, r
directly computed, finding the following:
Ž .i Assume that p y 1 / l g F . Thenp
¡ ry1p if m s l~ ry1W : S s p if m s p y 2 y ll, r m ¢
0 otherwise.
Ž .ii Let l s p y 1. Then
ry1p if m s lW : S sl, r m ½ 0 otherwise.
Hence, we can determine the composition multiplicities of the simples in
A and by Lemma 8.3.1 the dimension of their projective covers.r
8.4.1. LEMMA. Considering A as a module o¤er itself, we ha¤e ther
following dimensions and composition multiplicities for l g F :p
2 p3 ry2 if l / p y 1w xdim P s A : S sk l , r r l 3 ry2½ p if l s p y 1.
Since we have dim S s p, a composition series for the modulek py1
P consists of precisely p3 ry3 copies of the simple S . In particular,py1, r py1
Žthis shows that the module S which is projective over A and its block,py1 1
Ž . .B S , is semisimple is not projective over A for r ) 1. Further,1 py1 r
P cannot be uniserial; that is, there can be no unique compositionpy1, r
Ž w Ž .x. Ž .series for P . Otherwise by CR, 62.25 the block B S wouldpy1, r r py1
have finite representation type.
Ž .On the other hand, for l / p y 1, B S has infinite representationr l
Ž w x.type for all r ; wild for r ) 1 and tame for r s 1 cf. Po . We suspect that
w x 3 ry3 w xthings should be symmetric so that P : S s 2 p s P : S .l, r l l, r py2yl
8.5. Generalized Regular Nilpotent Type
In this subsection, let x be the character x defined in Section 8.2. Asf
Ž .in the previous section, let A and B denote respectively the algebrasr r
Ž . Ž .u g , x and B g , x .r r
Ž .The simple A and hence A modules were characterized in Section 21 r
w xof FP1 . Indeed, for each l g F , the A -module W is simple withp 1 l, 1
dimension p. We denote W by S . Moreover, these are all the simplel, 1 l
modules, but they are not distinct: S , S if and only if l q m s p y 2.l m
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p q 1So, there are distinct simples and it was shown that they lie in distinct
2
blocks for A . Again, by Proposition 3.3.2, they lie in distinct blocks over1
A for all r G 1. Letting P denote the projective cover of S over A , ther l, r l r
only composition factor of P is S .l, r l
Further, one can directly compute that the only composition factor of
W is S withl, r l
w x ry1W : S s pl, r l
and moreover that W , W if and only if l q m s p y 2. Further,l, r m , r
w x 2 ry1since B : k s p , we find thatr l
2 p2 ry1 if l / p y 1w xA : W sr l , r 2 ry1½ p if l s p y 1.
In summary, we have the following.
8.5.1. LEMMA. Considering A as a module o¤er itself, we ha¤e ther
following dimensions and composition multiplicities for l g F :p
2 p3 ry2 if l / p y 1w xdim P s A : S sk l , r r l 3 ry2½ p if l s p y 1
and so
2 p3 ry3 if l / p y 1w xP : S sl, r l 3 ry3½ p if l s p y 1.
We again note that while the module S is projective over A , it is notpy1 1
Ž . Ž .projective over A for r ) 1. Indeed, over u g , x , the block B S isr 1 1 py1
Ž .semisimple, while for r ) 1, the block B S has infinite representationr py1
type. As for the trivial character, this implies that P is not uniserial.py1, r
For l / p y 1, we also notice a distinct difference between the cases
Ž . Ž .r s 1 and r ) 1. Over u g , x , the block B S has finite representation1 1 l
w x Ž .type by Theorem 4.2 of NP , whereas the block B S has infiniter l
representation type. Further, the projective module P is uniserial, butl, 1
for r ) 1, P is not.l, r
8.6. Generalized Semisimple Type
Finally, in this subsection, let a be a nonzero element of k and let x be
the character x defined in Section 8.2. Again, we let A and B denotea r r
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Ž . Ž . Ž . prespectively the algebras u g , x and B g , x . If l g k satisfies l yr r
l s a p, then we can consider the simple B -module k .r l
w xThe algebra A was seen in Section 2 of FP1 to be semisimple.1
Ž .Further, there are p-distinct projective simple modules S ’ W withl l, 1
dimension equal to p, one for each l g k with l p y l s a p. For r ) 1, it
is evident simply from dimensional considerations that the algebra will no
longer be semisimple. Over A , the simples must again lie in distinctr
blocks so that for each such l the projective cover, P , of S over Al, r l r
admits only S as a composition factor. Arguing in a manner analogous tol
the previous cases, one comes to the following conclusions.
8.6.1. LEMMA. Considering A as a module o¤er itself, we ha¤e ther
following dimensions and composition multiplicities for l g k with l p y
l s a p:
w x 3 ry2dim P s A : S s pk l , r r l
and so
w x 3 ry3P : S s p .l, r l
However, the representation theory becomes much more complicated
Ž .for r ) 1, as each block B S has infinite representation type and ther l
Ž .projective P is no longer even uniserial not too mention simple .l, r
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